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Preface to save the Internet 

WWW inventor, 2016 Turing Award winner, Tim Berners-Lee issued a statement in 2017,

His invention, the Internet, moving away from its original course. 

Yes, all these years, the Internet became something was amiss. 

Initially, when Tim Berners-Lee to create the Internet, the Internet is a completely decentralized platform,

Anyone can create content, web, website, and freely interconnect with other people. Today's Internet

Network, the network has grown from a simple sharing of academic research that year, and grow as a business rule, communication, entertainment

Monster music and information. 

The power structure of the Internet is also taking place on the transfer. 

There is no doubt that the Internet is now no longer belong to everyone, not fall within the definition of Internet rules over one hundred billion US

Gold large companies, Amazon, Facebook, Google, Apple, in China, Alibaba,

Tencent. 

The original flow of the Internet, data, content is dispersed, and now traffic data, content becomes ever set

, The focus on Facebook, Messager, Instagram, Snapchat and other giants, China is set

In the micro channel, headlines, Taobao, QQ and other applications head. 

These industry giants enjoying a day the amount of data created by billions of users around the world and for their own use, and create huge profits,

And has a shape seen by the user, the resulting power, think. 

Giant company, rather than the users themselves, have the ability to control data, the number of users who originally created
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It no longer belongs to its owner. Those attempts tried to regain the initiative becomes outdated data, build network

Station, self APP becomes more difficult, we have to try to cater to the micro-channel, Facebook's rules,

Trying to speculate on Weibo, Twitter's distribution mechanism, the loss of his own body. And even if they build APP,

Apple is also an easy thing off the shelf. 

Destroy a person, erase one thing, the extinction of a career, has never been so easy. 

In essence, the Internet has not had to go to the center of the Internet, he even than newspapers, miscellaneous

Chi, these records are subverting it out of the center of the old forces still, after all, I can collect my newspaper, but

I can not back up the microblogging. 

Yes, the wave field (TRON), is an attempt to save on the Internet. 

We try no matter whether in giant seems out of place, and regardless of whether or not in the ordinary view mantis trying to stop the car,

And whether this thing is successful. 

We firmly believe that the user must have the right to dispose of ownership and ultimately create data for which such power will not

And then transferring to the platform, the user has all the freedom of digital information. 

We firmly believe that the user must have the final say on the content of WYSIWYG, distribution of information must be free,

Voluntary, based on self-selection on the user. 

We firmly believe that the user must have the right to freely use digital content data assets motivation, their number

Word assets will no longer be bound by any platform, be protected to the center of the Internet, security worries, born

free. 
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All this will be based on a decentralized, called wave field (TRON) protocol. 

This is a reactionary to the center of the Internet, we might fail, but we believe that someone will succeed. 

Because, to the center, the Internet actually looked like. 

1. What is the wave field (TRON)? 1. What is the wave field (TRON)? 

Wavefield (the TRON) is a protocol based on the contents of the block to the center chain, which is aimed by the sub-block chains

Distributed storage technology and to establish a system of free entertainment content worldwide, this agreement allows each

Published data users freedom, freedom of stored data, free-owned data, and through decentralized self

Rule form, by way of a digital asset decide the content distribution, subscriptions, push, enabling content creators, shape

Go into the content of the Ecology Center. 

2. Wave field (TRON) features 2. Wave field (TRON) features 

Wavefield (the TRON) as to the center of the agreement, compared with the center of the Internet infrastructure, having

The four basic features: 

1. Data freedom: freedom uncontrolled upload, store and disseminate including text, images, audio1. Data freedom: freedom uncontrolled upload, store and disseminate including text, images, audio

And video content, including 

2. Enabling content: their due contribution through digital assets and content dissemination, economic incentives2. Enabling content: their due contribution through digital assets and content dissemination, economic incentives

Enabling content ecology 

3. Personal ICO: individuals are free to issue digital assets by ICO form, you can pass others3. Personal ICO: individuals are free to issue digital assets by ICO form, you can pass others
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Through the purchase of digital asset data contributors enjoy continuous development of services and benefits brought about. 

4. Infrastructure: a distributed digital assets will match a complete set of decentralized infrastructure,4. Infrastructure: a distributed digital assets will match a complete set of decentralized infrastructure,

Including distributed exchange, autonomy game, predict, game system. 

3. Wavefield (the TRON) to Realize 3. Wavefield (the TRON) to Realize 

For the wave field (TRON), the realization of the entire system is expected to be a period of 8--10 years of work

Cheng, involving six steps of the huge project, in particular, to achieve the following path: 

1. Exudos, Exodus, free data - based distributed peer to peer content upload, store1. Exudos, Exodus, free data - based distributed peer to peer content upload, store

And distribution mechanism 

Exodus stage, wave field (TRON) will be built on a distributed storage technology to IPFS represented

Above, to provide users with a complete freedom to rely on the release of the data storage, communications platform. 

2. Odyssey, Odyssey, enabling content - content eco-energizing the economy 2. Odyssey, Odyssey, enabling content - content eco-energizing the economy 

Block chain technology, will produce content, distribution, dissemination establish a set of full competition, fair return

Economic mechanisms, encouraging individuals, enabling content to continue to expand the boundaries of the system. 

Under the existing centralized system of the Internet, in most cases the content producer through advertising model

It is realized, but existing advertising model with a strong push harassing, seriously interfere with the user

Experience, realized efficiency and therefore very low; the remaining content creators through a reward and gift cash,

Because the platform can not own payment system, and faced up to 30% -90% of the channel drawn into, a reward

Realizable model also with a great deal of arbitrariness, the vast majority of the content provider can not break even. 
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For content producers, the urgent need for the agreement that comes with the payment system, access to content behavior

Itself can be measured by payment behavior and payment and purchases are established in a transparent block

Chain recorded above. 

Wavefield (the TRON) protocol, as the entertainment system consisting of the contents of the block based chain, in the wave field in the system

Currency (TRX) were in circulation, a native of the economy makes this stage of digital entertainment content provider,

Unprecedented achieve one interaction with ordinary users, without having to again Google Play, APP Store

Or other centralized platform to pay the Gao Ang cost of the channel, and the text, pictures, video, broadcast, etc.

Content providers, will also get rid of popularity, traffic can not be realized curse, there's popular hit

Reward, a reward of more and more popular, clearing and distributed storage mode, will also enable developers within

Content providers complete freedom to engage in creative constraints, not the center of the managers. 

Content producer may wavefield (wave field (the TRON)) directly in the fan system is preferably the user

The substance of the wave field to pay money (TRX), can also be obtained through the influence and spread of high-quality content output

Sowing force to give direct access to the system's wave field coins (TRX) reward. 

Content distribution main operating weight of user score value Example: 

User Action Value Rating • •• The formula is: User Action Value Rating • •• The formula is: User Action Value Rating • •• The formula is: User Action Value Rating • •• The formula is: 

among them: 

• •• = Σ • •• = Σ • •• = Σ 

5

• = 1

Σ• • • • • •• • ••Σ• • • • • •• • ••Σ• • • • • •• • ••Σ• • • • • •• • ••Σ• • • • • •• • ••Σ• • • • • •• • ••Σ• • • • • •• • ••

• = 1
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• • = ••• • ( • 1 +• • = ••• • ( • 1 +• • = ••• • ( • 1 +• • = ••• • ( • 1 +• • = ••• • ( • 1 +• • = ••• • ( • 1 +

•• ••• •

1 + • • 2 -•• •)1 + • • 2 -•• •)1 + • • 2 -•• •)1 + • • 2 -•• •)1 + • • 2 -•• •)

/

C = content 

• • = Right click on the corresponding (1), point Like (2), Comments (3), a reward (4), forward (5) and the like operation weight • • = Right click on the corresponding (1), point Like (2), Comments (3), a reward (4), forward (5) and the like operation weight • • = Right click on the corresponding (1), point Like (2), Comments (3), a reward (4), forward (5) and the like operation weight 

• • = When the energy value of the j-th user operation. When the user is within a certain period of time, a cross-frequent operation• • = When the energy value of the j-th user operation. When the user is within a certain period of time, a cross-frequent operation• • = When the energy value of the j-th user operation. When the user is within a certain period of time, a cross-frequent operation

When mutual energy will continue to reduce the value of the user; when the user interaction stops, the energy value will slowly

Restoration, thereby limiting the amount of operation of certain brushes. 

• •• = Credit scores at the j-th operation of the user. The credit score is based on the user community as a whole• •• = Credit scores at the j-th operation of the user. The credit score is based on the user community as a whole• •• = Credit scores at the j-th operation of the user. The credit score is based on the user community as a whole

Credit situation, dynamically calculated. If a user is repeated complaints, his credit score will

Corresponding reduction. 

••• • = J th user operation TRX available balance. TRX user's current balance, net••• • = J th user operation TRX available balance. TRX user's current balance, net••• • = J th user operation TRX available balance. TRX user's current balance, net

The number of system lock, and the remaining balance is currently available TRX. TRX larger available balance, the user

The higher the value of the interaction of the score, to avoid a malicious user to register multiple accounts to brush the amount of air. 

• 1 • 2 = Threshold operation • 1 • 2 = Threshold operation • 1 • 2 = Threshold operation • 1 • 2 = Threshold operation • 1 • 2 = Threshold operation 

•• • = When the total number of the j-th operation of the user's various operations •• • = When the total number of the j-th operation of the user's various operations •• • = When the total number of the j-th operation of the user's various operations 

• •• = The number of time t, the operation of the i-th • •• = The number of time t, the operation of the i-th • •• = The number of time t, the operation of the i-th 

For real-time content producers live classes, block chain technology can also be transparent, fair and show anchor

Popular, quick access to real-time through a smart contract revenue, to avoid the center of the platform black-box operation, delays
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And no reason to block the account of anchors and other detrimental and audience interests. 

Intelligent broadcast platform anchor into contracts, for example: 

pragma solidity ^ 0.4.11; 

contract Wave field ( TRON ) AnchorPay { contract Wave field ( TRON ) AnchorPay { contract Wave field ( TRON ) AnchorPay { contract Wave field ( TRON ) AnchorPay { contract Wave field ( TRON ) AnchorPay { 

address platform;  // Address platform// Address platform

function Wave field ( TRON ) AnchorPay () { function Wave field ( TRON ) AnchorPay () { function Wave field ( TRON ) AnchorPay () { function Wave field ( TRON ) AnchorPay () { function Wave field ( TRON ) AnchorPay () { 

platform = msg.sender;} 

function deposit (address anchor) public payable { 

uint for_anchor = msg.value * 9/10;  // Take anchor 90% // Take anchor 90% // Take anchor 90% 

uint for_platform = msg.value - for_anchor; 

anchor.transfer (for_anchor); platform.transfer 

(for_platform);} 

function withdraw () public { 

assert (msg.sender == platform); 

msg.sender.transfer (this.balance);} 

function () payable {}} 

By wave field (TRON) block chain of the underlying architecture, so that it is free to issue their own tokens,

Thus with the native economy by the wave field (TRON) official tokens - wave field coins (TRX),

Users can easily realize the value of content distribution, payment and settlement systems may also encourage user productivity

Rights more clear and high quality content with high propagation resistance, so that the entire contents of the output member

Department achieve good self-running. 
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3. Great Voyage, great voyage, personal ICO 3. Great Voyage, great voyage, personal ICO 

Wave field (TRON) based on the advantages of block chain, to solve the income measure, dividend payment and supporters tube

Li three major problems to achieve a major shift from the "fans economy" to "fan finance", the wave field (TRON)

The block-based chain to wave field coins (TRX) is the official token of autonomous economic system makes personal content production

An income and expenditure per person in the system are open and transparent and can not be tampered with by intelligent contract,

Supporters can purchase digital assets automatically participate in shared content producers and automatic red accordance with the agreement

Profit growth, does not require any third party to supervise the entire process can be completed fairly.  

Content producers individual securitization (ICO) financing example: 

Internal wave field (TRON) Short video system Reds Tom, based on the judgment of their own value, issued a

The official who tokens Tom Token, raise more money wave field (TRX) in a short time, and supporters will be given

Was a series of privileges for Tom output content, such as paid content for free viewing, TOM Token

Ten involved in video production and other former holder, in addition, will also get the right to dividend income after Tom, as

If Tom future fame greatly increased, a significant increase in revenue, the contract Tom Smart Token dividend will

Also increase the value of the exponential rise, supporters will also get Tom to grow earnings. 

Tom Token can define aging benefits, such as week, one month, one year, three years, or unlimited

Level period, can issue different time-bound Tom Token, the higher the level, the longer time limit than

Cases higher. 

For example Tom existing 10,000 fans, a reward of 1 million daily TRX, Tom transfer within three years of earnings

20% of the dividend rights, supporters of Kevin TRX spend 300 million to buy Tom Token full issue,
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Static premium of approximately 36.9%. After the purchase, Tom and Kevin signed a contract intelligent, Tom's

A reward fans to beat Tom automatically prorated to Kevin. 

To prevent the creation of Tom decline in quality after financing system liquidity provisions Tom Token Article

Parts can be specified conditions, such as on a weekly basis were lifted, and the establishment of a certain measure

The creation of quality, standards only allow lifting of the ban, otherwise the investor Kevin can cancel the contract. 

Obviously, the more adverse conditions Tom, Tom obtain more favorable high valuation, but for Tom won

Higher returns, also have an incentive to improve the quantity and quality of creation, increasing influence. 

4. Apollo, Apollo, the value of free-flowing - to the center of individual proprietary trading tokens 4. Apollo, Apollo, the value of free-flowing - to the center of individual proprietary trading tokens 

When the contents producers within each wave field (TRON) system can issue their own proprietary tokens,

The system must have a complete set of solutions to the center of the exchange, in order to realize the value of

Free-flowing. 

The platform will face the following challenges: 

1. Over time, the number of tokens issued on the kind of amazing platform, traders difficult to filter,1. Over time, the number of tokens issued on the kind of amazing platform, traders difficult to filter,

Easy to confuse even cheated 

2. A small amount of individual supporters, but many of the total number of supporters for platform security funds2. A small amount of individual supporters, but many of the total number of supporters for platform security funds

Demanding, in particular, to prevent hacker attacks, and so on trading platform absconding 

3. Distribution of benefits represent different logic behind tokens are not the same, complete and fast real-time tips3. Distribution of benefits represent different logic behind tokens are not the same, complete and fast real-time tips

Quick delivery 
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4. Trading History requires open and transparent, so that all parties involved understand the history of the entire process, to ensure that adequate information,4. Trading History requires open and transparent, so that all parties involved understand the history of the entire process, to ensure that adequate information,

Reduce transaction risk 

Existing centers of exchange can not cope with more challenges, especially fast for the kind of massive tokens

Screening speed trading platform and financial security risk management and control, thus requiring decentralized trading platform finished

As brokered deal, all the money is not handled by centralized trading platform, but is always stored in the transaction

Among the top of their accounts, the question of money being stolen or escaped fled trading platform does not exist; the other

On the one hand, by a point to point to the center distributed content addressing protocol, traders can easily and

To find exactly the subject they want to invest in massive exclusive tokens in without creating confusion. 

By building to the center of the trading platform, value, property and risk in the system can be achieved self-

Exchange by the flow, so that the economic viability of the entire system was geometrically increased. 

5. Star Trek, Star Trek, cash flow - the center of the game and to predict market 5. Star Trek, Star Trek, cash flow - the center of the game and to predict market 

Global game market size in 2014 of more than $ 450 billion. The wave field (wave field (the TRON))

Traffic capacity platform brings, for the construction of decentralized online game platform possible. Develop

We can set up online game platform through wave field (TRON) freedom to provide full autonomy prediction game

Market functions.  

6. Eternity, eternity, the traffic into - to the center of the game 6. Eternity, eternity, the traffic into - to the center of the game 

By 2016, the global video game market size of $ 99.6 billion, of which mobile game market

$ 46.1 million, accounting for 42%. Upstream of the wave field (wave field (the TRON)) for the construction of a line to the center

Play platform possible. Developers can build a gaming platform, through real wave field (TRON) free
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Crowdfunding is now game development and provides investment may be involved in the game for ordinary investors. 

4. Wave field (TRON) technology system 4. Wave field (TRON) technology system 

1. File storage protocols 1. File storage protocols 

Wavefield (the TRON) itself consists of a bottom layer of a multilayer stack composed, each may use a variety of solid

Now the way, as to a combination of the module as a whole. The interlayer defines the corresponding interface standard,

It contains the following five levels: 

• Name layer: a self-certification of PKI namespace 

• MerkleDAG layer: a data structure format 

• Exchange layer: block transfer and copy 

• Routing layer: positioning the object and the peer node 

• Network layer: establishing a connection between peer nodes 

1) Node and logo 1) Node and logo 

"Wave field (TRON) node" is able to find, publish, reproduce MerleDAG program, wave

Field (TRON) based network node identification PKI public key infrastructure nodes by the NodeId

He said it is the public key of the ciphertext hash. Node stores its public and private key (private key protected by a password).

Every user can freely create and instantiate a "new" node startup, which would make him lose

Before running the network node to obtain benefits, incentives system allows the user to keep the same node. 
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type NodeId Multihash 

type Multihash [] byte 

// self-describing cryptographic hash digest 

type PublicKey [] byte 

type PrivateKey [] byte 

// self-describing keys 

Type Node struct { 

NodeId NodeID 

PubKey PublicKey 

PriKey PrivateKey 

} 

Generating node identification mechanism is as follows:

difficulty = <integer parameter> 

n = Node {} 

do { 

n.PubKey, n.PrivKey = PKI.genKeyPair () 

n.NodeId = hash (n.PubKey) 

p = count_preceding_zero_bits (hash (n.NodeId)) 

} While (p <difficulty)  

When the connection is established, the public key exchange between nodes, check the peer public key hash is equal peer nodes

The NodeId hash (other.PublicKey) equals other.NodeId, if not equal,

Connection is terminated. 

2) Multihash and scalable hash 2) Multihash and scalable hash 

All are encoded using a hash multihash wavefield (the TRON), a self-described hashing

format. Hash function is actually used depends on the specific security needs. Encryption system is scalable,
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Means that even if stronger hash function can not meet the security requirements, the network can be switched using stronger

Hash algorithm. Of course, the world is no free lunch, need to re-hash the object, the connection need to be rebuilt.

In this hash digest length is not specified in advance a way that the tools used today even tomorrow

Switch to a longer hash function can work properly. 

Multihash hash digest value is stored as format, including a short header, the hash function used

Number, summary byte length, for example: 

<Function code> <digest length> <digest bytes> 

Currently, the wave field (TRON) node must support hashing algorithm: sha2-256, sha2-512,

sha3. 

3) Network layer 3) Network layer 

Providing reliable non-point reliable transfer between two wave fields (the TRON) node, the process: 

• NAT traversal - holes, and the relay port mapping 

• Support for multiple transport protocols - TCP, SCTP, UTP ...... 

• Support for encryption, signature 

• Multiplex - multiple connections, flows, protocols ...... 

4) Routing layer: Find peer node and data 4) Routing layer: Find peer node and data 
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Routing layer serves two purposes: 

• Node routing - Find other node 

• Content Routing - Find publish data to the wave field (TRON) of 

Routing layer defines an interface, and implemented to meet any implementation of this interface can access the wavefield

(The TRON), for example: DHTs, mdns, snr, dns, corresponding interface is defined as follows: 

5) Block exchange: transmitting the content-addressable data 5) Block exchange: transmitting the content-addressable data 

Transmission wave field (the TRON) layer is responsible for coordinating the exchange blocks of data, each other node upon

Know each other, and a connection is established, the content can be addressed by block swap agreements

transmission. Block exchange layer interface definition as long as it satisfies the realization and implementation of the interface are

Seamlessly access, for example: 

• Bitswap: currently employed to achieve, it is a generalization BitTorrent implementation, support

DAG any interchange; 
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• HTTP: the client between HTTP and HTTP server may be a simple solid

Now. 

BitSwap BitTorrent is a similar swap block transmission protocol, nodes want_list

They expressed wish to set block acquired, they can be also said data provided by the have_list

Block set. Unlike BitTorrent, block BitSwap separate exchange is not limited to a torrent.

BitSwap plays a persistent market ,, nodes by BitSwap block trading market,

Node can derive a set of blocks they want, which may block set from the file system entirely

Unrelated files. Sometimes in the transaction, a node may not block other nodes need,

It will take the initiative to seek help, and they need than to find a block of higher priority, these

In exchange for giving lumps all they need from each other, such incentives can help block scarce

Caching and distribution. 

BitSwap credit

Agreement must be causing the node acts as a seed, even if the block itself does not need any case, because

They may have other blocks as desired node. Thus, BitSwap active node optimistic side

The transmission block type to other peer nodes, the protocol itself must of course be taken to prevent greedy section

Point of presence, and they never share their load small blocks. A simple similar credit

The system can solve these problems: 

(1) node tracking the number of bytes exchanged with another node 

(2) to balance the node node transmission block probability manner, the higher the debt obligations node node hair
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The lower the probability of Transport Block 

Note that, if the node decides not to transmit blocks to the peer, then it is the following

Longer time to give the ignore_cooldown ignored peer node transmission block, so

The aim is to prevent the sender repeatedly sent the same old tactics to escape the responsibilities of the block. 

BitSwap strategy

What strategies node sends a block directly affect the performance of block exchange, we need to meet the following objectives: 

(1) node and maximize the overall performance of the transaction; 

(2) preventing the use and degrade the performance of the greedy node interchangeable; 

(3) Efficient and exclusive of other policies; 

(4) friendly credit node. 

A practical strategy selection is Sigmoid function, defined as debt ratio r: 

In the case of a given r, the probability of transmitting to a node liability is calculated as follows: 
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With the rising probability of transmission of a sharp decline in the debt ratio. The debt ratio is a measure of good faith, to

Prior to swap too many pieces of node-friendly, unknown, untrusted node is less friendly. 

BitSwap accounts

BitSwap node will block swap accounting situation, which helps avoid node tracking history

deceive. When you create a connection node between BitSwap exchange account information, if not exact

Match, the accounts were emptied re-initialized, or lose all the gains of debt. This approach seems

It could allow a malicious node can take advantage by deliberately "lost" accounts of the way to clear the debt, but

It is impossible, because the node is impossible accumulated enough debt, the other will lose before the

Cumulative trust, it will consider other node is abnormal behavior, refusing to deal with them. 

Historical accounts of the information does not affect the normal operation, only the most recent entry in the accounts is useful, festival

Point can choose to save or may not save history information. 

2. Self-running storage networks 2. Self-running storage networks 

Wavefield (the TRON) is a centerless storage network, the storage mode to a transition from the cloud base

Market model and rules for the operation of the algorithm. Market-based chain of blocks, based on virtual currency wave

Field credits (the TRX) transaction, i.e., by providing a storage miners to clients earn credits wavefield (the TRX);

Instead, the client takes the wave field coins (TRX) hiring miners storage and dissemination of data. Similar to the ratio
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Special currency, competition between miners dug mass return, but the wave field (TRON) is proportional to the ability of mining

The storage space provided by the miners, is provided a useful service to the client (unlike currency bits,

Miners work only block chain consensus helpful), which form a strong incentive driving the miners do

May contribute more storage space leased to clients. These agreements will be built as a resource

Supplying the external storage network using a self-healing network by copying the contents of real storage and dispersion

Now robustness, and can automatically detect and fix replication errors. The client can process different threats

And select different levels of duplication parameter data protection, storage networks also provide other party

Security assurance surface, such as content end to end encryption on the client, and storage providers without

Method to obtain the corresponding decryption key. 

1) Proof-of-Replication (PoRep) Algorithm 1) Proof-of-Replication (PoRep) Algorithm 

Server (prover P) allows the user (verifier V) believe it's already been replicated stored data D

Storing a plurality of separate physical storage locations. 

Seal operation 

Seal operation is: (1) replacing them by a pseudorandom to claim prover stores the data D

The public key, each copy of the data has been correctly stored force to the separate physical storage; (2)

Force data replication process takes longer than a Challenge response desired time. 

PoRep algorithm flow 

Create a copy: Creates a copy of the Setup algorithm by Seal operation and provide successful implementation

Proof. 
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Storage proves: Prove to prove the algorithm produces a copy of the store. Received from the verifier to the prover a

A random challenge c, which is determined by the tree Merkel R (roots rt) of a leaf Rc,

Prover produce proof of Rc, and Merkel's path to the root rt. 

Certificate of Verification: Verify root hash algorithm based on the data and a copy of the original data Merkel tree inspection

Proof of the effectiveness of storage. Publicly verifiable proof is: as long as the data of interest to any points

Distributed systems storage node can verify the validity of certificates. 

2) PoSt algorithm flow 2) PoSt algorithm flow 

PoSt the Setup and Verify with PoRep algorithm is the same, Prove algorithm data
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Replica generating Proof-of-Spacetime. 

Prover received random challenge from the verifier, sequentially generated

Proofs-of-Replication, once as an input the output of a proof until

T-th iteration of the loop, as shown in FIG. 

PoSt.Prove mechanism to display an iterative period of time effective storage of proof 

3. Wave field (TRON) content networks 3. Wave field (TRON) content networks 

By using a number of mature prior art, the wave field (the TRON) as a new content platform

Provide security, scalability and privacy, but also by taking positive incentive mechanisms for participants

Contribute their processing power machine building user registration network, giving an active contributor to transmit advertising

To achieve the purpose of the privilege of the entire network of incentive, of course, limits on the number of such messages have mass

system. 
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1) User Registration P2P networks 1) User Registration P2P networks 

No user registration center but the security achieved by the block chain mechanism, the same mechanism has been in bits

Currency has been applied without authorization center, to avoid double payment problems. By block chain assurance

No duplication of registered users, new users must be registered before the commencement of multiple blocks indeed

Recognize that the notary. Each block is defined as:

H (Block i ) Provides proof-of-Work workload proof that the user is indeed Nonce iH (Block i ) Provides proof-of-Work workload proof that the user is indeed Nonce iH (Block i ) Provides proof-of-Work workload proof that the user is indeed Nonce iH (Block i ) Provides proof-of-Work workload proof that the user is indeed Nonce i

Nonce value found space to meet the conditions by the method of solving the violence, as well as validation

Also avoid hash collision accident. The degree of difficulty is determined by solving the Difficulty value, up special currency

Like the network, the average hourly number of blocks is generated automatically by the system. 

J new users to register with the network when the need to broadcast UserReg j , Other nodes received broadcast messageJ new users to register with the network when the need to broadcast UserReg j , Other nodes received broadcast messageJ new users to register with the network when the need to broadcast UserReg j , Other nodes received broadcast message

After the interest must be H (UserReg j ) Workload proved this by preventing false registrationAfter the interest must be H (UserReg j ) Workload proved this by preventing false registrationAfter the interest must be H (UserReg j ) Workload proved this by preventing false registration

Denial of service attack. This work workload is much smaller than the block chain, typically a few

Calculate the amount of minutes to obtain the solution of the problem. 

Block chain provides a user name from the Username j The user's public key PUBK j Mapping anBlock chain provides a user name from the Username j The user's public key PUBK j Mapping anBlock chain provides a user name from the Username j The user's public key PUBK j Mapping anBlock chain provides a user name from the Username j The user's public key PUBK j Mapping anBlock chain provides a user name from the Username j The user's public key PUBK j Mapping an

Publicly available dictionary. 

Node in the UserReg j Before adding a new block must be validated Username j Uniqueness, butNode in the UserReg j Before adding a new block must be validated Username j Uniqueness, butNode in the UserReg j Before adding a new block must be validated Username j Uniqueness, butNode in the UserReg j Before adding a new block must be validated Username j Uniqueness, butNode in the UserReg j Before adding a new block must be validated Username j Uniqueness, but
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The one exception is if the new registration key from the previous aware of public and private key signature, allows key

replace. In addition, ID j Uniqueness and UserReg j Work also demonstrated upon receiving a new blockreplace. In addition, ID j Uniqueness and UserReg j Work also demonstrated upon receiving a new blockreplace. In addition, ID j Uniqueness and UserReg j Work also demonstrated upon receiving a new blockreplace. In addition, ID j Uniqueness and UserReg j Work also demonstrated upon receiving a new blockreplace. In addition, ID j Uniqueness and UserReg j Work also demonstrated upon receiving a new block

Require validation. 

Username j There is also the maximum size limit allowed characters to protect against ID space hash punchUsername j There is also the maximum size limit allowed characters to protect against ID space hash punchUsername j There is also the maximum size limit allowed characters to protect against ID space hash punch

Sudden attack. 

SpamMsg j It is a broadcast message (referred to as "Promoted" message), transmittedSpamMsg j It is a broadcast message (referred to as "Promoted" message), transmittedSpamMsg j It is a broadcast message (referred to as "Promoted" message), transmitted

Promoted message as a reward granted to those actively involved in the node generated block. 

2) Routable DHT overlay network 2) Routable DHT overlay network 

The second network is similar to Kademlia P2P overlay network, mainly used for storage and resource

Find the content, but also for direct delivery notification between users. 

Using the user ID as a network node identifier appears to be a good choice, but this results in the user

Expose the identity and location, privacy broken ring system. Therefore, the use of the IP node

Addresses and port numbers hash to identify the node, as the name DHT nodes in the network, which

Ways also to avoid witch attacks: 

DHT network ID from src Sent to ID dst The package is defined as follows: DHT network ID from src Sent to ID dst The package is defined as follows: DHT network ID from src Sent to ID dst The package is defined as follows: DHT network ID from src Sent to ID dst The package is defined as follows: DHT network ID from src Sent to ID dst The package is defined as follows: 
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Load user ID payload j Signature, ID in the packet retransmission / Refresh j It may be different fromLoad user ID payload j Signature, ID in the packet retransmission / Refresh j It may be different fromLoad user ID payload j Signature, ID in the packet retransmission / Refresh j It may be different fromLoad user ID payload j Signature, ID in the packet retransmission / Refresh j It may be different fromLoad user ID payload j Signature, ID in the packet retransmission / Refresh j It may be different from

ID src The other users. ID src The other users. ID src The other users. 

These features form the DHT overlay network conceptual model of the third layer function, and then further on the "application layer",

Provide data storage primitives PUT and GET, PUT defined as follows: 

Before accepting storage request, the destination node needs to be done to check the following rules: 

• ID dst = H (target): calculated sure destination address is correct; ID dst = H (target): calculated sure destination address is correct; ID dst = H (target): calculated sure destination address is correct; 

• ID dst It is actually received by the requesting node ID node Neighbors; ID dst It is actually received by the requesting node ID node Neighbors; ID dst It is actually received by the requesting node ID node Neighbors; ID dst It is actually received by the requesting node ID node Neighbors; ID dst It is actually received by the requesting node ID node Neighbors; 

• ID j = H (owner): When restype check is "single"; ID j = H (owner): When restype check is "single"; ID j = H (owner): When restype check is "single"; 

• seq greater than the old value stored seq old When, in restype is also a "single"seq greater than the old value stored seq old When, in restype is also a "single"seq greater than the old value stored seq old When, in restype is also a "single"

check; 

• time is valid (ie, should not be a next time value). 

restype defined resource types, there are two possible values "single" and "multi", single

It represents the case of only the primary resource may be updated keys; Multi indicates the response from different users (ratio

As all responses on a post). Single type of node stores only a single value, and

multi type, the new value will be attached to the PUT request the list. Both types of storage are available

Set the expiration time, the corresponding memory will be deleted from the system after a set time to automatically clear
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In addition to outdated data. 

GET primitive data retrieval can operate on both types of storage resources, and other dynamic

The non-content-related memory resource to achieve similar access operations to share the same

API interface. 

3) User Content 3) User Content 

User j k-th message is defined as: 

MSG k Content, k is a monotonically increasing number, type Possible values include: new postsMSG k Content, k is a monotonically increasing number, type Possible values include: new postsMSG k Content, k is a monotonically increasing number, type Possible values include: new posts

Promoter, reply, retransmission (RT), message (DM) directly delivered, the REPLY k Is an optionalPromoter, reply, retransmission (RT), message (DM) directly delivered, the REPLY k Is an optionalPromoter, reply, retransmission (RT), message (DM) directly delivered, the REPLY k Is an optional

Domain, provides a reference to the original message in reply / retransmission, it is defined as: 

Message is a message indicating that the original user j 'k-th'. 

Two overlay content to be shared simultaneously: (1) short term storage as the value stored in the DHT;

(2) similar documents in the archive as BitTorrent network. When a new content creation,

The client must send a PUT request to address the following two: 

ID UserPost_jk DHT is the second network address of the destination storage node, provide any contentID UserPost_jk DHT is the second network address of the destination storage node, provide any contentID UserPost_jk DHT is the second network address of the destination storage node, provide any content
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The search capabilities. 

ID swarm_j Is the third network to the user Username j The content-related torrent ID swarm_j Is the third network to the user Username j The content-related torrent ID swarm_j Is the third network to the user Username j The content-related torrent ID swarm_j Is the third network to the user Username j The content-related torrent ID swarm_j Is the third network to the user Username j The content-related torrent 

Gateway address swarm cluster, given the torrent contains all of the contents of the user j, independent

BitTorrent protocol provides rapid content distribution and sharing in the second DHT-based networks.

ID swarm_j The neighbors need to add user j swarm cluster, help content storageID swarm_j The neighbors need to add user j swarm cluster, help content storageID swarm_j The neighbors need to add user j swarm cluster, help content storage

And distributing, to provide data reliability, better data delivery performance; similarly, ID UserPost_jkAnd distributing, to provide data reliability, better data delivery performance; similarly, ID UserPost_jk

The neighbors also need to store ID UserPost_jk The same stored value. The neighbors also need to store ID UserPost_jk The same stored value. The neighbors also need to store ID UserPost_jk The same stored value. 

Swarm group mechanism to solve the problem quickly and efficiently notification of new content and distribution, allowing users to follow

With those who do not have polling DHT network address to determine if there is new content generation. 

Direct delivery of the message (DM) 

Users to publish content such operation may also be used to direct message delivery, of course, provided message

The recipient is a user k followers of the job. 

In addition to different outer DM content (now [PUBK l ( DM k) , H (DM K)] ), With the ordinary postsIn addition to different outer DM content (now [PUBK l ( DM k) , H (DM K)] ), With the ordinary postsIn addition to different outer DM content (now [PUBK l ( DM k) , H (DM K)] ), With the ordinary postsIn addition to different outer DM content (now [PUBK l ( DM k) , H (DM K)] ), With the ordinary postsIn addition to different outer DM content (now [PUBK l ( DM k) , H (DM K)] ), With the ordinary postsIn addition to different outer DM content (now [PUBK l ( DM k) , H (DM K)] ), With the ordinary postsIn addition to different outer DM content (now [PUBK l ( DM k) , H (DM K)] ), With the ordinary posts

Child and non-discriminatory. DM will only be successfully decrypted user l received, although other followers also

You can receive the message, but they can not decrypt the message, the message also imperceptible final

Who recipient Yes. ECIS encryption based on elliptic curve cryptography algorithm.

User Content torrent / tracker rules 
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• ID from the hash space swarm_j Online neighbors within a certain distance needs to be added accordinglyID from the hash space swarm_j Online neighbors within a certain distance needs to be added accordinglyID from the hash space swarm_j Online neighbors within a certain distance needs to be added accordingly

The Swarm group; 

• When ID swarm_j When the neighbor receives new content from the DHT network, it must work forWhen ID swarm_j When the neighbor receives new content from the DHT network, it must work forWhen ID swarm_j When the neighbor receives new content from the DHT network, it must work for

BitTorrent is a gateway network, the content into an archive file like structure; 

• BitTorrent tracker is multivalued read only memory list, the hash address which is calculated as follows: 

• Users j followers should join the group receiving content corresponding to the swarm of real-time updates,

This query IDtracker_j get the address of the initial Peer through GET primitives; 

• ID tracker_j Unlike other stored value, because it is read-only, which prevents trackerID tracker_j Unlike other stored value, because it is read-only, which prevents trackerID tracker_j Unlike other stored value, because it is read-only, which prevents tracker

Attacks, privacy contain swarm group members. A list of IP addresses through the swarm Association

Proposed acquisition, which requires ID tracker_j Online neighbor node joins swarm group; Proposed acquisition, which requires ID tracker_j Online neighbor node joins swarm group; Proposed acquisition, which requires ID tracker_j Online neighbor node joins swarm group; 

• Swarm members know each other only by IP address, BitTorrent does not provide information on use

Any information the user name; 

• Hash does not require users of all content, because content (including DM) have been signed or not

It can be used to verify the integrity of the contents; 

• Increased when a new broadcast content k value in the group Swarm direct way by flooding; 

• Swarm list of content among members of the group exchange have, or members can choose to save only
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Recently request the latest content; 

• Seed node node is elected for archived content; 

• Content publishers (user j) may choose not to become members of the corresponding swarm group (Paul

Protect privacy, hide IP address); 

• If the publisher choose to become a swarm group members, it can not follow ID swarm_j GatewayIf the publisher choose to become a swarm group members, it can not follow ID swarm_j GatewayIf the publisher choose to become a swarm group members, it can not follow ID swarm_j Gateway

Mechanism, of course, will own IP address is exposed; 

• Even if the publisher swarm become a member, it can not act as a seed node; 

• Generating new block will affect the rate of speed of the user issued, if every 10 minutes to produce a new block,

On average, the largest publishing 288 daily content. 

4) Users mentioned mechanism 4) Users mentioned mechanism 

If the new content mentioned user j, the client must also to ID j Transmitting a notification, including all extinctionIf the new content mentioned user j, the client must also to ID j Transmitting a notification, including all extinctionIf the new content mentioned user j, the client must also to ID j Transmitting a notification, including all extinction

Content information notification routed through DHT network. 

Mentioned mechanism is the only system with a user ID requires j Instead of ID nodej Addressing the function, whichMentioned mechanism is the only system with a user ID requires j Instead of ID nodej Addressing the function, whichMentioned mechanism is the only system with a user ID requires j Instead of ID nodej Addressing the function, whichMentioned mechanism is the only system with a user ID requires j Instead of ID nodej Addressing the function, whichMentioned mechanism is the only system with a user ID requires j Instead of ID nodej Addressing the function, which

There may be exposed to the user's private information. An alternative mechanism to achieve the following:

Hide username by way hash, and calculates a new address for receiving aggregate and

There mention, ID mention_j The neighbors also participate mention of storage, providingThere mention, ID mention_j The neighbors also participate mention of storage, providingThere mention, ID mention_j The neighbors also participate mention of storage, providing
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Maximum reliability and storage performance. A bad place to this approach is that the user needs to periodically

This address polling to determine whether there is a new mention received. 

Mentioned mechanism requires joint collaboration client, and if it does not send a notification message to the network, the user

They will not perceive themselves been mentioned. 

5) Explicit message request 5) Explicit message request 

L Swarm user may not be added to the group and explicit request message from a particular user j, on which

Collected from the ID address of the second network DHT UserPost_jk Retrieving the corresponding content can be achieved,Collected from the ID address of the second network DHT UserPost_jk Retrieving the corresponding content can be achieved,Collected from the ID address of the second network DHT UserPost_jk Retrieving the corresponding content can be achieved,

Support "message drill up" function. 

6) Message retrospective downward 6) Message retrospective downward 

Retrospective downward message (such as content specific query reply / RT) is relatively difficult to solve,

One possible solution is to store more than the value of a list of addresses to send notifications 

The stored value is a copy of all the responses, this mechanism also needs to work collaborative client. 

7) Hash tag 7) Hash tag 

As mentioned mechanism, the hash tag in the context of detecting new messages, the copy of the message is

Send to a particular multi-value memory address list: 
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This mechanism is similar retrospective downward news, except that: a hash tag will create a new

Swarm group, ID hashtagt Neighbors must also join the virtual Swarm, called falseSwarm group, ID hashtagt Neighbors must also join the virtual Swarm, called falseSwarm group, ID hashtagt Neighbors must also join the virtual Swarm, called false

Swarm is proposed because the group does not share any file content, only to want to monitor the hash tag

Users realize the broadcast function. 

8) Content Search 8) Content Search 

Search appears content to any extension can be achieved by a hash tag for content appearing

Construction of a similar mechanism. To reduce overhead, network transmission, it must be attached to the appropriate limit, such as

The contents of the size limit, exclude prepositions. In addition, the contents of the same content unity

Stored in a temporary list of multivalued memory address can significantly reduce system overhead and reduce solid

Now complexity, the address is calculated as follows: 

Wavefield (the TRON) content providing security, scalability, privacy, and the following characteristics: 

• Architecture itself provides elastic expansion, no single company, government or organization can turn it off; 

• Distributed user registration mechanism similar Bitcoin transaction as safe, non-centralized within

Yung certification; 

• In order to choose their own user name, users are more active in the early registration; 

• Usual naming users, cryptographic hash abandon long, so that users with better

Experience; 
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• Public-key alternative mechanisms allow users to change their key pair when their security is threatened; 

• With other blog systems major functions, including user name lookup, message traceability, mentioned,

Encrypted messages, hash tags and content search; 

• DHT routing is achieved by sending a specific user notification, request resources function, whether

His online or not; 

• Architecture provides incentives for participating nodes running have access to send broadcast messages

privilege; 

• Disclosure and can hash tag read-only web interface to access by the user, and this

Do not break security ring system; 

• For resource-constrained client can be optimized, for example, do not store the entire block chain,

Only the hash value of a memory block. To search for specific users, they can ask the network to which

Block contains block the registration of users, just download the client wants without compromising security,

Merkle tree by branching part to verify data integrity. 

5. Wave field (TRON) official token coins TRX wave field 5. Wave field (TRON) official token coins TRX wave field 

TRX is the currency wave field wave field (wave field (TRON)) official tokens, virtual currency and all wave

Field (wave field (TRON)) bridge money. 

A total of 100 billion. 
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TRX has a dual identity and the value of the credit storage. Users get to spend TRX record

It will be saved in the block chain network as a core identity, and get all the wave field wave field

Recognition and inheritance (TRON) applications, is the only credential user access to a global entertainment system.

At the same time, TRX is not only a store credit for the value of the tokens, the user is also in wave field (TRON)

A symbol of the identity of the entertainment system. 

6. Wave field (TRON) ICO plan 6. Wave field (TRON) ICO plan 

1. Time: Beijing time on September 9, 2017 1. Time: Beijing time on September 9, 2017 

2. distribution: 2. distribution: 

The total amount of money TRX wave field 100 billion, will be distributed according to the following rules: 

• Public Offering: 40% 

• TRON Foundation Foundation and ecosystems: 35% 

• Private sale: 15% 

• Early payment of support to accompany me joy (Beijing) Technology Co., Ltd.: 10% 
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7. Wave field (TRON) is expected to brief timetable 7. Wave field (TRON) is expected to brief timetable 

1. Exudos, Exodus, free data - based distributed peer to peer content upload, store and1. Exudos, Exodus, free data - based distributed peer to peer content upload, store and

Distribution mechanism, in August 2017 -2018 in December 

2. Odyssey, Odyssey, enabling content - content eco-energizing the economy, in January 2019 -20202. Odyssey, Odyssey, enabling content - content eco-energizing the economy, in January 2019 -2020

In June 

3. Great Voyage, great voyage, personal ICO, in 20207 Month - July 2021 3. Great Voyage, great voyage, personal ICO, in 20207 Month - July 2021 

4. Apollo, Apollo, the value of free-flowing - to the center of individual proprietary trading tokens, 20214. Apollo, Apollo, the value of free-flowing - to the center of individual proprietary trading tokens, 2021

In August -2023 March 

5. Star Trek, Star Trek, cash flow - the center of the game and to predict the market, 2023 45. Star Trek, Star Trek, cash flow - the center of the game and to predict the market, 2023 4

January -2025 September 

ICO Foundation and ecosystem private company offering to accompany me
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6. Eternity, eternity, the traffic into - to the center of the game, in April 2023 - 20256. Eternity, eternity, the traffic into - to the center of the game, in April 2023 - 2025

September 

8. Team Profile 8. Team Profile 

Founder and CEO | Sun Yuchen (Justin Sun) 

He graduated from undergraduate school and Ivy League University of Pennsylvania, Peking University, a master's degree. in

The country's largest voice seiyuu community to accompany me APP founder, joined the early Ripple, a former big Ripple

China Chief Representative. 2015 "Forbes" China 30 entrepreneurs under the age of 30, 2017, "Fu

Booth "Asia 30 entrepreneurs under the age of 30, 2014 Davos Forum (World Economic Forum) Full

Outstanding Young ball. Ma Yun Lake University after the first phase of the only 90 students. Ripple currency ten billion dollars,

I accompany APP registered users over 10 million monthly users exceeded 100 million live. 

Chief Operating Officer | Liu Ming 

He graduated from the Philosophy Department of Beijing University, a bachelor's degree. Bitcoin block chain senior practitioners in the field, with 5 years

The block chain business experience. Bitcoin has organized dozens of expertise to speak at Peking University and other famous institutions

Block, a plurality of blocks chain project mentoring project development, deep industry network of resources, to block chains

Industry has a deep and unique insights. With a "short-term operation experience credits bits" a book.

Technical Director | Yang Kai Hill 

He graduated from Tsinghua University, a bachelor's degree. With more than 15 years of experience in the front and rear ends,

He has worked for the Asia-Pacific region's leading business management software, enterprise Internet services and corporate finance services
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China's leading provider of UF and highway monitoring system solutions in post Smile IT

(Beijing) Co., Ltd. Yang Kai Hill has deep attainments in the system front and rear, since 2013

Since we pay close attention to technological development in the field of chain blocks. 

Senior back-end engineer | Huo Dongdong 

Computer science, a bachelor's degree. Senior back-end engineer, served as the biggest news in Latin America should

InstNews with one of Southeast Asia's leading news and information application VnNews responsible for back-end technology

People, platform security, high concurrency processing experience deep concern 2015 block chain collar

Technological development domain. 

Product Director | remainder of non 

He has worked for two leading Chinese SNS platform social, happy network and all networks, either at the time of happy network

Social game product manager, in charge of the page was the most popular end of "stealing Aquatica" social games and open

Heart mobile phone game development to promote its own end; then worked in all networks, open platform for any game operations director,

Responsible gaming platform game open access, transport and promote the development of customized mobile phones end game. Since 2015

In block chain from the concerned areas, docking co-ordinate the wave field (TRON) protocol entertainment platform and protocol

Processes and manifestations. 

Marketing Director | Guan Yi days 

He graduated from Peking University, serial entrepreneur, the project won the latitude and longitude Chinese investment. Former Global China Group Information

Head of strategic systems, block chain in 2016 began to focus on the field. On the market, the brand has a unique understanding,

Specialize in creating high brand communication. He has organized young people to join a community of shared values of nearly 200,000
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people. 

Director of Operations | Zhang Chen 

Community gymnastics expert. Elegant Space former co-founder and COO, elegant Space Chicago points

Secretary-General of the row expert, "business community," a book editorial board. Construction of 100,000 high-end community of women and transport

Camp who covers the field of women, training, and more than 10 study abroad, funds, investment, such as the Internet,

Realizable than 10 million yuan. Peking University has been, accompanied by payment, through the invitation Jianhua, Internet operators, etc.

Lectures over a hundred times, 2016 block chain areas of concern. 

9. Compliance 9. Compliance 

1. Operator of the subject 1. Operator of the subject 

Wave field (TRON) team as Sir Tim Berner Lee (Sir Tim Berners Lee) believers,

We are convinced that from the first day of the birth of the agreement, it will belong to all mankind, and not a small number of people

Tools for profit. Therefore, the wave field (TRON) was established in Singapore TRON Foundation,

The main task of the Foundation is open, fair and transparent and not-for-profit operators wave field

(TRON) network, and the wave field (TRON) to support the development team. 

TRON Foundation was established in Singapore Accounting and Corporate Regulatory Authority (ACRA) approved by, by adding new

Singapore company law regulators, the trustee board of directors or management committee of the Foundation by a qualified person entrusted with the composition of

Independent management operations and independent of the government. 

Singapore is a stable and sound legal and financial environment is known, TRON Foundation is newly added
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Singapore established non-profit organization (Non-Profit Entity), in accordance with the laws of Singapore, the Foundation for

Supporting or participating in the public interest or the interests of private activity, without having any legitimate commercial interests of established

organization. Foundation obtained "profit" is called surplus will continue to be retained as other activities

Funds without allocating profits among its members. 

2. Governance structure and functions 2. Governance structure and functions 

For TRON Foundation in an open, fair and transparent prerequisite for the rational use of resources Foundation

Gold, resources, and continuously push forward the rapid development of the wave field (TRON) protocol, extended wave field (TRON)

Scenarios agreement, absorb more institutions, companies, organizations into the open source wave field (TRON) Health

State, the Foundation set up a three-tier organizational structure is as follows:

• Commission Decision 

TRON Foundation decision-making committee is the highest decision-making body, bear the ultimate decision-making functions, must

No members of the policy committee positions high and low points, the Foundation is responsible for strategic planning, annual plan and budget

Commission Decision

R & D product design system

Make 

Ecological operations Marketing Financial Audit

Chief Executive Officer

Oversight Committee
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Major issues for consideration and approval. A fixed member 9, the decision taken by a simple majority vote principle.

Members of the decision-making committee for two years, the list of the first decision-making committee will be announced in the year 2017, as

Members will include outstanding in the relevant fields of investment banking, block chain technology, interactive entertainment, and law.

Committee members need to be supervised by the Oversight Committee, including but not limited to background checks, due diligence,

Remuneration and other aspects of the public. 

Caucus members after the expiry of the term, will be a new round of voting, the wave field (TRON) community

Members elected representatives in the decision-making committee of elected members of the new total of nine people, will represent the wave field (TRON)

Decision-making on major issues. 

• Oversight Committee 

Oversight Committee is responsible for the company's management to conduct a comprehensive monitoring, including the investigation and review of the Foundation

Business conditions, examine the various financial situation, to supervise the behavior of cadres at all levels of the company, and the first

Recommendations and CEO of appointment and removal of department heads, the foundation plans, decision-making and its implementation

Supervision and so on. 

• Chief Executive Officer 

CEO of the decision by the committee vote. They are responsible for decision-making committee. Chief Executive Officer will be fully

Organization and implementation of the provisions of the relevant resolutions and decisions of the Committee, in charge of the wave field (TRON) daily operations,

Full completion of the indicators of its issued and regularly report its implementation. CEO is entitled to

The formation of the necessary functions, the group hired managers to co-ordinate technology development, product design,

Ecological five department's operations, marketing, financial audit and other services, to form a center of its
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Organization, management systems. 

• R & D department 

R & D department is responsible for the development of the underlying technology and audit, it is the basis for the foundation of the sector. To ensure

Internal security team to keep information exchange, in unison, R & D departments should cooperate with other departments (especially

Product design department) exchange information, timely adjustment communicate project details to determine the next phase of research

Hair direction. 

• Product design department 

Product design department is responsible for product framework for the technology sector were fleshed out, the establishment of sustainable

Continued development of specific strategies, including market research, product functionality co-ordination, and bear wave field

(TRON) UI design, graphic design and other work. Community members need time to understand the dynamics of heat

Point and feedback, with the token holders actively communicate, and from time to time for technical exchanges and other activities. 

• Ecological operations 

On the basis of technical and product sector, based on ecological operations responsible for "an outer an inner" - first of all,

The work extends to the depths, and actively explore cooperation partners, the wave field (TRON), the end-user, cooperation

Partner closely together to create an open, distributed, to protect the privacy of students worldwide entertainment

State chain; secondly, build within the community ecosystem, forming a positive interaction, charge-free flow of information and

Points symmetrical user community. 

• Marketing department 
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Marketing department is responsible for the promotion of the wave field (TRON) or derivatives of the core products and services, including responsibilities

But not limited to contact the media cooperation, advertising, design user interaction and so on. The department will work with

Eco-operations work closely, according to the partners, end-user requirements to develop the most appropriate

Awareness programs. 

• financial department 

Finance department is responsible for managing company-wide financial matters, including financial management, accounting, cost

Work and other aspects of content control. Meanwhile, as digital assets have a higher risk of the project, the department also

Responsible for risk control business, will cooperate with other departments to project management and financial risk analysis and evaluation.

On the audit side, in view of the special nature of digital assets and tokens itself, the existing system can not be there

Effective regulation. Decision-making committee will hire a professional audit practitioners with relevant experience, ensuring TRX

Publicly available and transparent. 

10. risk warning 10. risk warning 

• Systemic risk: refers to the possible change in earnings due to the global common factors caused this

All factors that have an impact on earnings of securities in the same way. 

Policy risk, the country and the ICO project for the block chain financing to regulatory policy is not

Clearly, there are some possibilities for policy reasons caused loss of participants; 

Market risk, if the overall value of digital assets market is overvalued, then the investment risk will increase, the Senate

And who might expect too much growth ICO projects, but these high expectations may not be realized. with

When systemic risk also includes a series of force majeure, including, but not limited to, natural disasters,
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Large-scale computer network failure, such as political unrest in worldwide. 

• Absence of regulatory risk: digital asset transactions include TRX, including an extremely high uncertainty, due to the

Digital asset transaction field current lack of strong regulation, and therefore there is storm surge electronic tokens

Risk down, manipulated by the dealer, etc., the individual participants in the market, if inexperienced, probably

Hard to resist market instability caused by the impact of asset and psychological pressure. Although academic experts, official

Party media sometimes give advice etc cautious participation, but there is no documented with the provisions of the regulatory approach

Taiwan, therefore currently difficult to effectively avoid this risk. 

• The introduction of regulatory risk: It is undeniable that in the foreseeable future, there will be regulation promulgated regulations to restrict regulation

Fan with electronic token block chain art. If the regulatory body to regulate the management of the field, ICO

Period purchased tokens may be affected, including, but not limited to, price and easy to sell sexual

Fluctuations or restricted. 

• Among risk groups: the current block chain technology field team, a number of projects, competition is very fierce, deposit

Operating pressure in the strong market competition and projects. Whether the wave field (TRON) project can be excellent in many

Breakthrough show project, is widely recognized, both aspects and their team ability, vision, planning to hang

Hook, also affected by many other competitors on the market and even the oligarchs, during which there is facing cut-throat competition

Possible. 

• Risks within the team: wave field (TRON) brings together a vitality and strength of both personnel, suck

Lead to senior practitioners in the field of the block chain, technology development has a wealth of experience. Make

ICO is a leader in the field of Chinese regional role within the team stability and cohesion for the wave

Field (TRON) is crucial to the overall development. In future development, we do not rule out the core staff
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Leave, internal team conflicts caused by the wave field (TRON) as a whole may be negatively affected

Sex. 

• Project Coordinator, marketing risk: wave field (TRON) founding team will spare no effort to implement the White Paper

The proposed development goals, the project can be extended to grow. At present wave field (TRON) has been more

Mature business model analysis, however, the presence of unforeseen factors in view of the overall industry trends,

Existing business model and overall idea of the existence of market demand can not be a good fit, resulting in surplus

Lee difficult considerable consequences. Meanwhile, as the white paper may be updated with details of the project

Adjustment, if the details of the project has not been updated ICO participants have timely access to, or public key

Do not understand the purpose of the latest developments, the participants or the public because of asymmetric information and lack of awareness of the project,

Thus affecting the future development of the project. 

• Technology Risk: First of all, the project constructed based cryptographic algorithms to quickly send cryptography

Show it will also potentially be cracked risk; secondly, block chain, distributed books, go to the center

Of, I do not agree with tampering technology supports core business development, wave field (TRON) team can not finish

Floor full assurance techniques; again, the adjustment process in the project update, you may find loopholes exist

In, it can be compensated for by way of release of the patch, but can not guarantee the degree of vulnerability caused by impacts. 

• Hacker attacks and crime risk: in terms of security, supporters of the single amount is small, but overall people

Many numbers, which also sets high requirements for the safety of the project. Electronic tokens anonymity,

Difficult to trace and other characteristics, easily exploited by criminals, or attacks by hackers, or may involve

And the illegal transfer of assets and other criminal acts. 

• Other risks are currently unknown: With the rapid development of chain technology to the overall situation of the industry,
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Wave field (TRON) may yet face some unexpected risks. Ask the participants to participate in the making

Prior to the decision to fully understand the context of the team, the overall framework of its projects and ideas, self-reasonable adjustments

Own vision, rational participation tokens crowdfunding. 

11. Disclaimer 11. Disclaimer 

• This document is for information purposes only convey the content of the document only and does not constitute the wave field (TRON)

And its related company in the sale of stock or securities of any investment trading recommendations, abetting or solicitation. this

Class offer must be made by means of the confidential memo, and shall comply with the relevant securities laws and its

His law. 

• Contents of this document shall be construed as forced participation in ICO. Any action related to this White Paper are

It shall not be considered to participate in ICO, including the requirement to obtain a copy of this white paper to others or share this white

book. 

• ICO representatives to participate in the participant has reached the age criteria, have full civil capacity, and

Wave field (TRON) contracts is real and effective. All participants are voluntary contract,

And before signing the contract on the wave field (TRON) were clearly necessary understanding. 

• Wave field (TRON) team will continue to make reasonable attempts to ensure that the information in this white paper quasi-real

Indeed. The development process, the platform may be updated, including, but not limited to, the platform mechanism, tokens

Its mechanisms, tokens assignments. Part of the contents of the document may be in the new version as the project progresses

White Paper be adjusted, the team will be posted on the site by the announcement or the new white paper, etc.

Way, the updates available to the public. Make sure the participants have timely access to the latest version of the White Paper, and
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To adjust their decisions based updates. Wave field (TRON) expressly does not undertake

The participants, by (i) dependent on the contents of the present document, (ii) information inaccuracies herein, and (iii) described herein results in

For any loss caused by conduct. 

• And the team will spare no effort to achieve the goals mentioned in the document, but based on the existence of force majeure,

Team can not fully make complete commitment. 

• TRX as wave field (TRON) official tokens, is an important tool platform performance occurred, and

Not an investment product. TRX does not mean that it has granted to the owner of the company or xx wave field (TRON)

Platform ownership, control, decision-making power. As used in the wavefield TRX (the TRON) of

Encryption token, do not belong to the following categories: (a) any kind of currency; (b) securities; (c) legal entities

Equity body; (d) stocks, bonds, notes, warrants, certificates or any other rights granted

Instruments. 

• TRX's value depends on the needs of the market rules and the application of the floor, the team does not increase its

Value commitment, and its consequences resulting increase or decrease in value shall not be liable. 

• Within the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, and the risk of damage due to participate in crowdfunding generated, package

Including but not limited to direct or indirect personal damage, loss of business profits, loss of business information

Or any other economic losses, the team is not liable. 

• Wave field (TRON) platform to comply with any regulatory regulations conducive to the healthy development of the industry and ICO

Shen Ming and other industry self-regulation. 

• Wave field (TRON) platform clearly convey the possible risks to participants, once the participants involved
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ICO crowdfunding, on behalf of its provisions have been confirmed and recognized rules of explanation to understand and accept this level

Taiwan's potential risks, consequences from fear. 

12. Version History 12. Version History 

time version number Content changes 

2017/06/03 V1.0 First edition Outline 

2017/07/08 V1.1 Background content filling 

2017/07/25 V1.3 Global Entertainment protocol version 

2017/08/04 V1.4 Free content first edition entertainment system 

2017/08/11 V1.5 Free content first edition entertainment system 

2017/08/18 V1.6 The second edition of the entertainment content agreement 

13. Contact information: 13. Contact information: 

Official Website: tronlab.com 
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E-mail: service@tronlab.com 


